Abstract. Transfer learning as a new machine learning paradigm has gained increasing attention lately. In situations where the training data in a target domain are not sufficient to learn predictive models effectively, transfer learning leverages auxiliary source data from related domains for learning. While most of the existing works in this area are only focused on using the source data with the same representational structure as the target data, in this paper, we push this boundary further by extending transfer between text and images. We integrate documents , tags and images to build a heterogeneous transfer learning factor alignment model and apply it to improve the performance of tag recommendation. Many algorithms for tag recommendation have been proposed, but many of them have problem; the algorithm may not perform well under cold start conditions or for items from the long tail of the tag frequency distribution. However, with the help of documents, our algorithm handles these problems and generally outperforms other tag recommendation methods, especially the nontransfer factor alignment model.
Introduction
Tag recommendation has found many applications ranging from personal photo albums to multimedia information delivery. In the past, tag recommendation has met two major difficulties. First, the annotated images for training are often in short supply, and annotating new images involves much human labor. Hence, annotated training data is often sparse, and further tags included in training data may be from the long tail of the frequency distribution. Second, words usually have synonym; e.g. two words may have same or similar meaning. We would like to find the latent links between these words. How to effectively overcome these difficulties and build a good tag recommendation system therefore becomes a challenging research problem. While annotated images are expensive, abundant text data are easier to obtain. This motivates us to find way to use the readily available text data to help improve the tag recommendation performance.
In the past, several approaches have been proposed to solve the 'lack of data' problem. Recently, transfer learning methods [1] have been proposed to use knowledge from Part of this work was done while the first author was a visiting student in Hong Kong University of Science Technology. auxiliary data in a different but related domain to help learn the target tasks. However, a commonality among most transfer learning methods so far is that the data from different domains have the same feature space.
In some scenarios, given a target task, one may easily collect much auxiliary data that are represented in a different feature space. For example, our task is to recommend tags for an image with a tiger in it. We have only a few annotated images for training. And we can easily collect a large number of text documents from the Web, e.g. Wikipedia. In this case, we can model the tag recommendation task as the target task, where we have some annotated data and some auxiliary data. In the target domain, the data are represented in pixels. Also in our case, the auxiliary domain, or the source domain, is the text domain, which contains text documents. Now, what we care about is whether it is possible to use the cheap auxiliary data to help improve the performance of the tag recommendation task. This is an interesting and difficult question, since the relationship between text and images is not explicitly given. This problem has been referred to as a Heterogeneous Transfer Learning problem [2] . In this paper, we focus on heterogeneous transfer learning for tag recommendation by exploring knowledge transfer from auxiliary text data.
In tag recommendation, a key issue for us to address is to discover a new and improved common representation for both images and tags to boost the recommendation performance. In this paper, we investigate how to obtain a reasonable common feature space from both annotated images and auxiliary text data. Although images and text are represented in different feature spaces, we can transfer knowledge from text to images via tags which are related both to images and text. We propose a factor alignment model to discover the common feature space and modify it into a heterogeneous transfer learning factor alignment model, which can handle the auxiliary data effectively. A common space is then learned to better calculate the metric between an image and a tag. We illustrate the overall framework in Figure 1 . Compared to self-taught learning [3] , our approach can use a different feature representation (i.e., text) for transfer learning. Compared to translated learning [4] and Zhu et al. [5] , their tasks are different from ours and our approach does not need to compute the total correlation between image feature and word features.
Related Work

Image Annotation
A closely related area is image annotation. Duygulu et al. [6] regarded image annotation as a machine translating process. Some other researchers model the joint probability of images regions and annotations. Barnard et al. [7] investigated image annotation under probabilistic framework and put forward a number of models for the joint distribution of image blobs and words. Blei et al. [8] developed correspondence latent Dirichlet allocation to model the joint distribution. In Lavrenko et al. [9] , the continuous-space relevance model was proposed to better handle continuous feature and be free from the influence of image blob clustering. In Carneiro et al. [10] , image annotation is posed as classification problems where each class is defined by images sharing a common se- Fig. 1 . Source data used for our transfer learning algorithms. Our proposed heterogeneous transfer learning for tag recommendation takes all three information, i.e. images, tags and documents as inputs. mantic label. In this paper, we use an image annotation algorithm proposed in Makadia et al. [11] to solve the problem of tag recommendation as a baseline.
Image Retagging
There are some efforts on improving unreliable descriptive keywords of images. They focus on imprecise annotation refinement, i.e., identifying and eliminating the imprecise annotation keywords produced by the automatic image annotation algorithms. As a pioneering work, Jin et al. [12] used WordNet to estimate the semantic correlation among the annotated keywords and remove the weakly-correlated ones. However, this method can only achieve limited success since it totally ignores the visual content of the images. To address this problem, Wang et al. [13] proposed a content-based approach to re-rank the automatically annotated keywords of an image and only reserve the top ones as the refined results and Liu et al. [14] proposed to refine the tags based on the visual and semantic consistency residing in the social images, which assigns similar tags to visually similar images. Later, Liu et al. [15] formulated this retagging process as a multiple graph-based multi-label learning problem, which simultaneously explores the visual content of the images, semantic correlation of the tags and the prior information provided by users.
Visual Contextual Advertising
Another closely related area is visual contextual advertising, which aims to recommend advertisements for Web images without the help of any textual context, such as surrounding text for the images. In Chen et al. [16] , they exploit the annotated image data from social Web sites such as Flickr to link the visual feature space and the word space. To be specific, they present a unified generative model, ViCAD, to deal with visual contextual advertising. ViCAD runs in several steps. First, they model the visual contextual advertising problem with a Markov chain which utilizes annotated images to transform images from the image feature space to the word space. With the representations of images in word space, a language model for information retrieval is then applied to find the most relevant advertisements. If we regard tag as one-word advertisement, ViCAD can handle the problem of tag recommendation. Hence we use ViCAD as one of our baselines.
Motivation
Before describing our proposed method in detail we first illustrate a motivating example showing how text data help improve the tag recommendation performance for images. As shown in Figure 2 , we may have image A and image B as training data and image C as testing data. As mentioned before, we can't recommend other tags except 'river' and 'tiger' for image C. However, by using some additional auxiliary text documents where tags co-occur frequently, we may establish a strong similarity between tags. If we have a document including '. . . a tiger is a kind of carnivore . . . ', we will build a similarity between 'tiger' and 'carnivore', which may cause the recommendation system to recommend 'carnivore' for image C. And if we have a document including '. . . a river is full of water . . . ', 'river' and 'water' will also be regarded as being related. Consequently, 'water' may be also recommended; this can reduce the data sparsity in the image domain and word domain.
Algorithm
Problem Formulation
First we define the problem of our tag recommendation task formally. Suppose we are given annotated data instances X = {z i , t i } n i=1 and some test images
, where z i ∈ R d is an input vector of image features and t i ∈ R h is the corresponding tags of image i, where h is the number of tags. For example, if an image z i is annotated by tags α and β with α, β ∈ {1, . . . , h}, then
is a vector of dimensionality h with all zeros but one's in the α and β positions. Using "bag-of-words" [17] to represent image features, we can assume that the feature values are nonnegative. n and m are the numbers of training and testing instances, respectively. In addition, we also have a set of auxiliary text documents
s is a document represented by a vector of bag-of-words, and k is the number of auxiliary documents. Here, we notice that s doesn't have to be equal to h. Actually set of tags for words is a subset of the set for documents, which means h ≤ s. Our goal is to learn a function g(·, ·) from X and F , that can estimate the correlation between a given image and a tag as accurately as possible. Applying g(·, ·) on X * , we can rank the correlation to obtain the recommended tag list for test images. We summarize the problem definition in Table 1 . For convenience, we denote
l×h the image features and text tags of images separately. Furthermore, we abuse the notation X, X * , Z, and T to represent the data matrices with instances x i , x * i , z i , and t i being row vectors in them. Training images:
Auxiliary source data Text documents:
Algorithm Description
Given a set of images Z ∈ R l×d with their corresponding tags T ∈ R l×h , and a set of documents F ∈ R k×s , we wish build a connection between images and text documents. Each image can be annotated by tags, and some images may share one or multiple tags. If two images are annotated by shared tags, they tend to be related to each other semantically. Similarly, if two tags co-occur in annotations of shared images, they tend to be related to each other. This image-tag bipartite graph is represented via the tag matrix T . If a tag, more precisely, the text word of the tag, occurs in a document, then there is an edge connecting the tag and the document. We use a matrix F ∈ R k×s to represent the document-tag bipartite graph, where F ij = n if the j th tag appears n times in the i th document.
Image-Tag Ranking Model
In this section, we would like to first give the ranking model only leveraging the information of annotated images. Our intuitive idea is to project the image feature space and tag feature space to a common latent space, and then we can use dot product to calculate the correlation between an image and a tag. Hence we define W ∈ R d×g as a projection matrix to project the image feature space to the latent space and we also define P ∈ R h×g as the latent space matrix of tags (i.e. p i ∈ R g is the latent feature vector of tag i). Now for any image i and any tag j, we first project z i ∈ R d to the common space as
We can calculate the correlation between image i and tag j aŝ
Using matrix format to represent the formula, we obtain the equation
Now we would like to define a loss function to measure the rank distance of the predicting matrix and real training matrix. Inspired by the metric of area under the ROC curve (AUC) [18] , we define the loss function as
where
We notice that r
is comfortingly symmetric (swapping i and j should leave the result invariant). In order to simplify the formula, we define
Now we can rewrite the loss function as
So far, our corresponding optimization problem becomes
where λ 1 , λ 2 are nonnegative parameters to control the responding regularization terms, and · F is the Frobenius norm. In next section, we will apply this model on text documents.
Doc-Tag Ranking Model
Now let us consider the information included by text documents, and we would like to apply the ranking model mentioned in the last section to text documents. Hence the problem in this section is to recommend tags for each text document. Similarly, we define Q ∈ R h×g as the latent space matrix of tags. However, unlike images, we directly define B ∈ R s×g as the latent space matrix of documents. Now for any document i and any tag j, we can obtain the correlation between document i and tag j asF
The matrix format of the calculation isF
Therefore, the corresponding optimization of this problem is
where λ 3 , λ 4 are small nonnegative numbers, λ 3 B 2 F and λ 4 Q 2 F serve as a regularization term to improve the robustness.
Joint Ranking Model There are many ways to transfer knowledge of text data to image data. Our idea in this paper is not to calculate the correlation between image features and text features, but rather to transfer via the latent space of tags. By forcing P and Q to be approximate, the ranking model only for images can incorporate the information of text data. Compared to forcing two latent matrices (i.e. P and Q) to be absolutely the same, our model uses soft constraints leveraging λ 0 to control the similarity of these two matrices, which is more flexible. λ 0 = 0 implies that P and Q are uncorrelated and documents do nothing to help learning. Then λ 0 = ∞ denotes that P should be equal to Q, which becomes a hard constraint. To achieve this goal, we solve the following problem,
where R(W, B, P, Q) is the regularization function to control the complexity of the latent matrices W , B, P and Q, and λ 0 controls the strength to constrain the similarity of P and Q. As mentioned in previous sections, we define the regularization function as
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 are nonnegative parameters to control the responding regularization terms. In this paper, we set λ 1 = λ 3 = 0.004 and λ 2 = λ 4 = 0.006 using cross validation. Equation 16 is the joined ranking model of T and F with regularization. The bridge of transfer P and Q are ensured to capture both the structures of image matrix T and the document matrix F . Once we find the optimal W and P and project test images to latent space, we can apply the dot product to estimate the rating for tags given by images.
Update Rule Equation 16 can be solved using gradient methods, such as the stochastic gradient descent and quasi-Newton methods. In this paper, we use stochastic gradient descent. Then the main computation of the gradient method gives the update rule for all variables. For (u, i, j) ∈ D(T ),
and
Then for (u, i, j) ∈ D(F ),
Prediction Now we will present the process of prediction of test image set. For any image x * i in test set X * , we first project z * i to the common space as
Therefore, the definition of f (x * i , tag j ) is as
Using matrix format to represent the prediction matrix, we obtain the equation
Notice thatR ∈ R m×h can help us rank the tags for testing images. For any testing image u, ifR ui >R uj , we can consider tag i is more related to the image than tag j. Thus we will get the recommended tag list in order by ranking the rating. Putting it together, our overall heterogeneous transfer learning algorithm is referred to as HTLFA, which stands for Heterogeneous Transfer Learning for Factor Alignment.
Experiments
Our experiments are designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of exploiting text in our heterogeneous learning algorithm.
Dataset and Processing
We use annotated images from Flickr crawled during December 2009. We collected 528,587 images and 20,000 distinct related tags. Each of these tags is a single word. We crawled text from Wikipedia as our auxiliary data, from which we picked out 539,460 documents. Each of the documents includes more than 100 tag words mentioned above.
Data preprocessing is applied to the raw data. We use the "bag-of-words" model [17] to represent each image. First interesting points were detected and described by SIFT descriptors [19] . Then we cluster a random subset of all interesting points to obtain a codebook. Similar to Sivic et al. [20] , we set the number of clusters to be 1,000. Using this codebook, each image is converted into a vector for further tag-recommendation uses. One image at most has 208 tags and at least has 1 tag. On average each image has about 9 tags. And for documents, we also converted them into 30,000-dim vectors using 30,000 tag words. The extra 10000 tags are selected from popular tags included in documents which do not appear in origin 20000 tags.
Actually, we don't regard all tags not related to images (or documents) as negative samples. For an image (or document), we just sample n tags from unrelated tags as negative sample and the other tags are regarded as neutral items. Here n is proportional to the size of the positive set. For example, if image A has 10 annotated tags, then we randomly select n = 10k tags from unrelated ones as negative sample. Here k is a proportion parameter. At last, we set latent space dimension g = 100.
Evaluation and Baseline Methods
As for evaluation metrics, we choose the precision at n (or P@n), which is the portion of related tags in the topmost n recommendations to evaluate the experimental results. In order to make the results more solid, we also use MAP to measure the precision. To obtain ground truth results, we reserve about a quarter of all images from the Flickr image set as test set and regard the annotated tags as ground truth. Before we formulate these two evaluation metrics, we first define M (i) as the number of annotated tags belonging to test image i and loc i (j) as the position of tag j in the recommendation list for test image i. Then for any test image i, we rank the loc i by ascending order. Now we can present the expression of P@n,
where m is the number of test images and ψ(Con) is a condition function,
Then the expression of MAP is formulated as:
We compare our proposed method with three baselines for tag recommendation. The three baselines and our proposed method are summarized as follows,
-NN This baseline is reported in Makadia et al. [11] . This baseline annotation methods are comprised of an image distance measure for nearest neighbor ranking, combined with a label transfer measure. In this paper, we measure the distance using SIFT feature vector of images. -ViCAD We implemented the method proposed in Chen et al. [16] as another baseline, which directly transforms images from a image feature space to a word space utilizing the knowledge from images with annotations from Flickr. Then each dimension of the word space means the correlation between the image and a word. Since tags can be regarded as single word advertisements, we can directly get the recommendation list of tags by ranking the correlation. -FA The name of this baseline is short for factor alignment, which is a non-transfer algorithm corresponding to the loss function 12. In this baseline, we do not use the documents to help learning the projection matrix. Without the transformation of knowledge from documents to images, we simply train a ranking model only on the image-tag matrix. As mentioned above, we apply an image-tag ranking model on training data to discover the common representation. -HTLFA This denoted our proposed method, which uses all the auxiliary data i.e.
documents. The parameter settings are discussed in the following section. 
Comparison with Baselines
In the first experiment, we compare our method with three baselines on the same tag recommendation task. We randomly select 10,000 images from the test set as test data. The P@n results with respect to NN, FA, ViCAD and our model are given in Figure 3(a) and Table 2 . In this experiment, for HTLFA, we set the parameter λ 0 in Equation 16 to 0.05. As we can see from Figure 3 (a), our proposed HTLFA, which use documents to help learn projection matrices for rating, outperforms other baselines, especially it is better than FA. NN and ViCAD which are generative models without learning process perform pretty poorly in this task. This implies that with the help of documents our proposed method is powerful for tag recommendation.
However, the value of precision is a bit low since the groundtruth of testdata does not include all relevant tags. In fact, we crawl the image data from Flickr which is a social image hosting website. Hence the data is not unified and the groundtruth of test data may not be correct. For example, an image with a cat has a tag "people" but has does not have a tag "pet". Consequently, it's necessary for us to do a user study to check the result, in which we randomly select 200 test images and check the top 20 tags. Since this requires much human labor, we are not able to check all 10,000 test images. Six people check the results, and the final precision is the average of these six people. 
Impact of Constraint Parameter
In the second experiment, we study the parameter sensitivity of λ 0 on the overall performance of HTLFA in tag recommendation. As mentioned before, λ 0 controls the strength of the constraint between P and Q. In this experiment we tune the value of λ 0 to obtain a set of results. Figure 4 shows the recommendation accuracy P@10 of HTL-FA under varying values of λ 0 . We find that HTLFA performs best and steadily when λ 0 falls at about 0.05 , which implies the document-tag matrix can indeed help learning a more precise latent factor matrix and a soft constraint is better than a hard constraint. Because if λ 0 approaches zero, it means we don't leverage the help of documents, and if λ 0 approaches infinity, it means we are using a hard constraint to force P ≈ Q instead of using a soft constraint.
Furthermore, a comparison is made between HTLFA and CMF(i.e. Collective Matrix Factorization) [21] . In CMF, they simultaneously factor several matrices, sharing parameters among factors when an entity participates in multiple relations. That is CM-F transfers knowledge from a matrix to another by forcing two latent matrices, which are P and Q in our model, to be equal. Actually, equality is a special case of our model. If we let λ 0 = ∞, P and Q will be forced to be equal, which makes our model more flexible. Since it's not feasible to set λ 0 = ∞, we directly use two equal latent matrices(i.e. P = Q) abandoning the term λ 0 P −Q , which is called hard constrain. Figure  5 shows that a soft constraint outperforms a hard constraint. 
Performance under Longtail Condition
In the third experiment, we also analyze the impact of the amount of training data on the performance of FA and HTLFA in tag recommendation. We randomly select 30,000, 50,000, 80,000, 120,000 images from all training data to train four models, and evaluate the results. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . As we can see, compared with the first experiment, the advantage of HTLFA becomes larger when training data is sparse. The reason is that when the amount of training data is smaller, the documents can make a larger contribution to supplement the training data. In other words, documents increase the number of heterogeneous training data instances. It properly proves the advantage of transfer learning, that is to remedy the sparsity of the source data. However, HTLFA cannot perform well either when training data is extremely sparse. There is no doubt that the distribution of image-tag features is different from the distribution of document-tag features. Hence when the amount of training data approach zero and documents becomes dominant, the model naturally does not work on the task of recommending tags for images.
We also compare HTLFA and FA under the long tail condition. Since words which are in the tail of the frequency distribution for images are almost always in the tail of the distribution for documents, we randomly select 2000 tags and use them to form a long tail tag set. We down sample these tags in images to simulate a long tail condition. We construct several test settings, corresponding to different down sample rates. When evaluating the results, we ignore the groundtruth not included in long tail tag set and focus on recommending long tail groundtruth from the other tags. In Figure 7 (a), we vary the iteration number ratio between images and documents fixing the down sample rate at 0. The result shows that 8 : 1 (i.e., iterate through 8 images before iterating a document) obtains the best performance. Fixing the iteration number ratio at 8 : 1, Figure 7 (b) shows that our model outperforms FA under long tail condition. However, as mentioned above, when the down sample rate is extremely low (e.g. zero percent), the shortcoming that the two heterogeneous data sets have different distributions becomes obvious, which finally leads to a decrease in the precision. Table 3 shows the tag recommendation result of our algorithm HTLFA for Flickr data sets. In this figure, six images are from the Flickr data set. Three recommended tags are given at the bottom of each image. From the table we can see that our algorithm can indeed find related tags based on visual contextual information of an image. Here we demonstrate a case that makes a difference among the compared algorithms. Table  4 provides some tags recommended by the four algorithms for a target image about a As the table shows, ViCAD and NN have really poor performance on this case. Nontransfer FA recommends only one related tag while the top three tags recommended by HTLFA are all related. And we also discover that the tag "toddler" does not appear in the top ten of the recommendation list of FA. Hence it is reasonable to believe that it is documents that help discover the related tag "toddler". 
Case Study
Conclusion
In this paper, we explore heterogeneous transfer learning for factor alignment integrating documents, tags and images and apply it on the task of tag recommendation by leveraging the help of long text from Wikipedia. We expect to make use of auxiliary text documents to supplement the target domain training data since auxiliary data may reduce the data sparsity in the image domain and word domain. Then we propose a factor alignment ranking model and modify it to make it able to handle the auxiliary text data. Using soft constraints to control the similarity between two latent matrices, we manage to incorporate the information of auxiliary text data in the model. We compare the method with three baselines, and prove that our method outperforms all three. We vary the value of parameter λ 0 to illustrate that a soft constraint is necessary. Comparing our model to one without transfer, we also show that auxiliary text data also improves handling of items from the long tail of the tag frequency distribution. So overall, we have shown that the performance of tag recommendation can be improved by utilizing textual information.
In the future, we will consider other types of auxiliary data as well as more than one data source.
